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About City & Guilds 
City & Guilds is the UK’s leading provider of vocational qualifications, offering over  
500 awards across a wide range of industries, and progressing from entry level to  
the highest levels of professional achievement. With over 8500 centres in 100  
countries, City & Guilds are recognised by employers worldwide for providing  
qualifications that offer proof of the skills they need to get the job done.  
 
City & Guilds Group 
The City & Guilds Group includes City & Guilds, ILM (the Institute of Leadership & Management)  
which provides management qualifications, learning materials and membership services,  
NPTC which offers land-based qualifications and membership services, and HAB (the Hospitality 
Awarding Body). City & Guilds also manages the Engineering Council Examinations on behalf of  
the Engineering Council.  
 
Equal opportunities 
City & Guilds fully supports the principle of equal opportunities and we are  
committed to satisfying this principle in all our tasks and published material.  
A copy of our equal opportunities policy statement Access to assessment and qualifications is 
available on the City & Guilds website.  
 
Copyright 
The content of this document is, unless otherwise indicated, © The City and  
Guilds of London Institute 2009 and may not be copied, reproduced or distributed  
without prior written consent. 
 
However, approved City & Guilds centres and Candidates studying for City & Guilds  
qualifications may photocopy this document free of charge and/or include a locked PDF  
version of it on centre intranets on the following conditions: 

• centre staff may copy the material only for the purpose of teaching Candidates  
 working towards a City & Guilds qualification, or for internal administration purposes 

• Candidates may copy the material only for their own use when working towards a City & Guilds 
qualification 

• The Standard Copying Conditions on the City & Guilds website. 
 
Please note: National Occupational Standards are not © The City and Guilds of  
London Institute. Please check the conditions upon which they may be copied with  
the relevant Sector Skills Council. 
 
Publications 
City & Guilds publications are available on the City & Guilds website or from our Publications Sales 
department at the address below or by telephoning +44 (0)20 7294 2850 or faxing +44 (0)20 7294 
3387.  
 
Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this publication  
is true and correct at the time of going to press. However, City & Guilds’ products and  
services are subject to continuous development and improvement and the right is  
reserved to change products and services from time to time. City & Guilds cannot  
accept liability for loss or damage arising from the use of information in this publication. 
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1 Assessor guidance 
 
Internal quality assurance 
Approved centres must have effective quality assurance systems to ensure optimum delivery and 
assessment of qualifications. 
 
Quality assurance includes initial centre approval, qualification approval and the centre’s own internal 
procedures for monitoring quality. Centres are responsible for internal quality assurance, and City & 
Guilds is responsible for external quality assurance. 
 
Full details and guidance on the internal and external quality assurance requirements and procedures, 
are provided in the Centre Manual – Supporting Customer Excellence, which can be found on the 
centre support pages of www.cityandguilds.com.  This document also explains the tasks, activities 
and responsibilities of quality assurance staff. 

 
Additional Conditions of Use (Assessment Materials) 

 
City & Guilds Assessment Materials are protected by copyright and are supplied only to Approved 
Centres for use solely for the purpose of summative assessment. 
 
The following conditions, which apply to City & Guilds Assessment Materials, are additional to  
- the Standard Copying Conditions which can be found at 

http://www.cityandguilds.com/142.html; and 
- (where the City & Guilds Assessment Materials are dated examinations), the JCQ Instructions 

for Conducting Examinations 
 
The Approved Centre must:  
 

• only use the City & Guilds Assessment Materials in formal, summative assessment leading to 
the award of a qualification and not for any other purpose (including, but not restricted to, 
teaching, revision, as practice assessments or for commercial purposes); 

• handle and store securely the City & Guilds Assessment Materials in accordance with the 
following conditions 
- City & Guilds Assessment Material must be accessible to candidates only during formal 

assessment as governed by the assessment conditions specified for the qualification;  
- Candidate portfolios may contain assessment results referenced to the assessment 

taken but should not contain the City & Guilds Assessment Materials (such as 
assessment tasks or questions or candidates’ marked scripts if the tests may be reused 
(unless otherwise stated)); 

- the Approved Centre must not make public in any format the contents of any City & 
Guilds Assessment Materials either in part or in full; 

-  City & Guilds Assessment Materials must be securely handled and under no 
circumstances shared with third party organisations or individuals  

• seek permission from City & Guilds via their External Verifier if they want to convert City & 
Guilds Assessment Material for storage, retrieval and delivery in electronic form (ie using 
some form of e-assessment or e-learning system) 

• provide access, on request, to City & Guilds to the system(s) on which the Assessment 
Materials appear. 

 

http://www.cityandguilds.com/
http://www.cityandguilds.com/142.html
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Assessments 
This qualification is assessed in a number of ways to provide a clear indication of candidate 
knowledge and skills. The types of assessments used are  

 
• externally set and marked multiple choice question papers 
• individual practical tasks 
 
The practical tasks are set by City & Guilds and are administered by the centre when the candidate is 
ready. They are then marked internally, using the information provided and the outcomes recorded 
on the documents provided by City & Guilds. Assessments are subject to internal and external 
verification. 
 
Assessments can be completed in any order. Centres will be expected to organise the assessments in 
a logical order according to the requirements of the candidates and the course. 
 
As a minimum Tutors should deliver the full breadth of the units and not limit teaching to the 
assessment tasks contained in this assessment pack.  Lesson plans and candidate work,  may be 
sampled by the External Verifier to evidence the full delivery of the units.  
 
These externally set assessments should be used when delivery of a unit(s) is complete and 
candidates are ready to undertake the summative assessments.  Candidates should be aware of the 
standard of performance/evidence  required of them in order to achieve a pass. 
 
Externally set question papers 
To achieve the qualification, candidates are required to be successful in the following examinations: 
 

• Accommodation Services Principles 
 
Please refer to the International Directory on the Walled Garden for dates and times of each 
examination.   Test specifications for each examination can be found in Appendix 1.  
 
Practical tasks  
These tasks will require candidates to demonstrate their practical skills. Most practical tasks will be 
assessed by observation of the candidate carrying out the tasks and/or an assessment of the final 
outcome/product.  Checklists are provided which assessors should use to record candidate 
performance. Details of how to mark and grade each practical observation are contained within each 
assignment.   
 
The practical tasks should be carried out in a realistic or actual working environment and under 
realistic time conditions.  Candidates may familiarise themselves with the marking criteria prior to the 
assessment, but are not permitted to use any criteria/checklist to work from when completing the 
practical task. 
 
Assessors/Tutors can combine one or more practical tasks, this is allowed where it is possible to 
demonstrate and assess more than one practical task at once. 
 
Introducing the tasks to candidates 
The assessor should introduce each task, making sure that the candidates understand what is 
required of them.  
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Opportunities to repeat tasks 
It is essential that the tasks are not used for formative purposes and the candidates only attempt 
them when they are judged to be fully ready.  It is at the centre’s discretion whether to allow a 
candidate to repeat a task, unless otherwise specified.  A candidate should not be allowed to repeat 
until it is evident that they are ready to undertake the task. 
 
Feedback 
A feedback form has been provided in the appendices. Although some feedback may be given 
verbally, this is often forgotten by the candidate after the assessment, and so, assessors should 
complete a feedback form for each candidate, showing the key information given to the candidate. 
This will also serve as an action plan for candidates who are unsuccessful in a task and need to do 
further work before taking the task again. 
 
Health and safety / Codes of practice 
The importance of safe working practices, the demands of the Health and Safety at Work Legislation 
and the Codes of Practice associated with the industry must always be adhered to. 
 
The requirement to follow safe working practices is an integral part of all City & Guilds qualifications 
and assessments, and it is the responsibility of centres to ensure that all relevant health and safety 
requirements are in place before candidates start practical assessments.  
 
Should a candidate fail to follow correct health and safety practices and procedures during practical 
assessment, the assessment must be stopped and the candidate advised of the reasons why. The 
candidate should be informed that they have not reached the standard of assessment required. At 
the discretion of the centre, candidates may retake the assessment at a later date when they are able 
to work safely. In any cases of doubt, guidance should be sought from the External Verifier.  
 
Verification of assessments 
Centres must use the provided documentation, unless otherwise agreed, to ensure that External 
Verifiers can check that evidence for an assessment is complete and ensure that the assessment 
decision is fair and beyond dispute. Centres may devise additional documentation/forms to support 
those provided by City & Guilds.  
If a candidate’s work is selected for verification, samples of work must be made available to the 
appointed External Verifier who will ensure that 

• the Quality Assurance Co-ordinator is undertaking his/her responsibilities 
• the Quality Assurance Co-ordinator is given prompt, accurate and constructive feedback on 

centre operations 
• a report is written on centre activities for City & Guilds. 
 
Retention of evidence  
In order to fully support candidates, centres are required to retain candidates’ evidence until the 
candidate has certificated and until any final external verification sampling has taken place. Candidate 
assessment records (see the centre manual for details) must be retained for three years after 
certification. 
 
Entry for assessment and certification  
Entry for assessment and certification should be as specified in the Qualification handbook and the 
Walled Garden.  
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2 Assessments 
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Unit 103  Customer service in hospitality and catering industry  
 
Practical Task/Observation 
Candidates are required to deal with customer requests on two separate occasions: 
 

a) a routine request 
b) a non-routine request 

 
Assessor Guidance 
This activity will be required to be assessed as either a role play or in a work-based situation.   
 
The two occasions can be in the same service or in different services. 
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Unit 103  Customer service in hospitality and catering  
industry 

 
Practical observation checklist 
 
Candidate name:      Date:  
Centre name:  
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.  
 

Name and date of event 

Occasion 1 
 

…………………….. 

Occasion 2 
 

………………… 

01. Greet customers in a professional, polite 
and friendly way 

  

02. Deal with customer requests promptly and 
accurately 

  

03. Provide customers with accurate 
information keeping them informed at all times 

  

04. Communicate politely when dealing with 
customers  

  

 

Assessor signature and date    

Candidate signature and date   

Quality Assurance Coordinator signature and 
date (where applicable) 

  

External Verifier signature and date (where 
applicable) 
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Unit 103  Customer service in hospitality and catering industry 
 
Practical observation multiple candidate checklist 
The following checklist can be used where more than one candidate is being observed.  The result 
should be transferred to the individual candidate observation checklist. 
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.   
 

Candidate name and task    

01. Greet customers in a 
professional, polite and friendly 
way 

   

02. Deal with customer requests 
promptly and accurately 

   

03. Provide customers with 
accurate information keeping them 
informed at all times 

   

04. Communicate politely when 
dealing with customers  

   

 

Assessor signature and date     

Candidate signature and date    

Quality Assurance Coordinator 
signature and date (where 

applicable) 

   

External Verifier signature and date 
(where applicable) 
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Unit 103  Customer service in hospitality and catering industry 
 
Marking guidance  
Before completion of the checklist, assessors should ensure that all of the following have been met.  
 
01 Greet customers in a professional, polite and friendly way 
Candidates should retain a professional image at all times (e.g. clean personal appearance, wearing 
correct uniform) and act professionally when dealing with both external and internal customers.   
 
02 Deal with customer requests promptly and accurately/ 
03 Provide customers with accurate information keeping them informed at all times 
Candidates should be aware of time constraints and other issues affecting service, and ensure that 
customers are kept informed.  
 
04 Communicate politely when dealing with customers 
Candidates should be aware of verbal and non-verbal communication, and anticipating customer 
needs by observation of their body language. Candidates should be aware of how their verbal and 
non-verbal communication can possibly positively and negatively impact customers.   
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Unit 106   Accommodation Services 
 
Practical Task/Observation 
Candidates are required to demonstrate safe manual handling techniques when maintaining areas 
and when handling hotel or guest property.   
 
Assessor Guidance 
Assessors should ensure that there are standard operating procedures, and in a centre, these should 
be developed if not present in order to demonstrate high quality standards when maintaining areas 
and when handling hotel and guest property. For assessment criteria 01 to 03, these will need to be 
observed by the assessor; for assessment criteria 04 there will be a variety of methods to show 
candidate knowledge e.g. role play exercise or questioning.  
 
Candidates can be observed either servicing a guest room or a public area.  
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Unit 106   Accommodation Services 
 
 
Practical observation checklist 
 
Candidate name:      Date:  
Centre name:  
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.  
 

 

 

01. Maintain areas to a high standard  

02. Handle hotel and guest property correctly   

03. Demonstrate manual handling techniques  

04. Follow procedures on discovering unattended valuables    

  

Assessor signature and date   

Candidate signature and date  

Quality Assurance Coordinator signature and date (where 
applicable) 

 

External Verifier signature and date (where applicable)  
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Unit 106   Accommodation Services 
 
 
Practical observation multiple candidate checklist 
 
The following checklist can be used where more than one candidate is being observed. The result 
should be transferred to the individual candidate observation checklist.  
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.  
 

Candidate name and task    

01. Maintain areas to a high 
standard 

   

02. Handle hotel and guest 
property correctly  

   

03. Demonstrate manual handling 
techniques 

   

04. Follow procedures on 
discovering unattended valuables   

   

 

Assessor signature and date     

Candidate signature and date    

Quality Assurance Coordinator 
signature and date (where 

applicable) 

   

External Verifier signature and date 
(where applicable) 
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Unit 106   Accommodation Services 
 
 
Marking guidance  
Before completion of the checklist, assessors should ensure that all of the following have been met.  
 
01 Maintain areas to a high standard/ 
02 Handle hotel and guest property correctly/ 
03 Demonstrate manual handling techniques 
Candidates should be aware of occasions when it is appropriate to seek advice from a supervisor or 
assistance from colleagues.  
 
04 Follow procedures on discovering unattended valuables  
Candidates should be aware of and follow the organisational procedures relating to unattended 
valuables, and should be able to demonstrate their knowledge.  
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Unit 107 Cleaning accommodation areas 
 
Practical Task/Observation 
Candidates are required to prepare for and clean accommodation areas.  
 
Assessor Guidance 
Assessors should ensure that there are standard operating procedures, and in a centre, these should 
be developed if not present in order to demonstrate high quality standards when preparing for and 
cleaning areas.  
 
Candidates should be able to select the appropriate materials and equipment for the task, and should 
work in a sequential and safe order.  
 
Assessors may wish to produce a checklist for the observation process that covers the procedures of 
the organisation.    
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Unit 107 Cleaning accommodation areas 

 

    
Practical observation checklist 
 
Candidate name:      Date:  
Centre name:  
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.  
 

  

01. Stock cleaning trolley with daily supplies  

02. Use warning signs   

03. Use daily cleaning equipment in accommodation areas  

04. Use cleaning agents in different accommodation areas  

05. Follow work routines and sequences  

06. Quality check own cleaning work   

 

Assessor signature and date   

Candidate signature and date  

Quality Assurance Coordinator signature and date (where applicable)  

External Verifier signature and date (where applicable)  
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Unit 107 Cleaning accommodation areas 
 
Practical observation multiple candidate checklist 
 
The following checklist can be used where more than one candidate is being observed. The result 
should be transferred to the individual candidate observation checklist.  
 
Candidates are not permitted to use the checklist to work from when completing the practical tasks, 
but may familiarise themselves with it prior to the observation.  
 

Candidate name and task    

01. Stock cleaning trolley with daily 
supplies 

   

02. Use warning signs     

03. Use daily cleaning equipment in 
accommodation areas 

   

04. Use cleaning agents in different 
accommodation areas 

   

05. Follow work routines and 
sequences 

   

06. Quality check own cleaning 
work  

   

 

Assessor signature and date     

Candidate signature and date    

Quality Assurance Coordinator 
signature and date (where 

applicable) 

   

External Verifier signature and date 
(where applicable) 
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Unit 107 Cleaning accommodation areas 
 
Marking guidance 
Before completion of the checklist, assessors should ensure that all of the following have been met 
 
01 Stock cleaning trolley with daily supplies  
Candidates should ensure that the trolley is equipped with adequate supplies for efficiency of 
working.  
 
02 Use warning signs 
Candidates should be able to use the correct warning signs and know when it is appropriate to place 
and remove them. 
 
03 Use daily cleaning equipment in accommodation areas 
Candidates should ensure that appropriate checks are made prior to use, that equipment is used 
safely and the reporting procedure for unsafe equipment is followed. Candidates should be able to 
demonstrate the safe use of equipment for themselves and for the safety of others.   
 
04 Use cleaning agents in different accommodation areas 
Candidates should ensure that the correct cleaning agent is used for the right surface or area, 
following manufacturer’s instructions.   
 
05 Follow work routines and sequences/ 
06 Quality check own cleaning work 
Candidates should follow an agreed work routine/sequence that includes on-going checks to confirm 
that the task in hand has been achieved.  
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Appendix 1   Test specifications 
 
Accommodation Services Principles 
 
Unit number No. of questions % 

102 Safety at work 8 20 

103 Customer service in hospitality and catering industry 4 10 

106 Accommodation services 9 22.5 

107 Cleaning accommodation services 10 25 

201 Introduction to the hospitality and catering industry 9 22.5 

 40 100 
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Candidate Feedback Form 
 
Candidate: 
 
Task & 
date 

Assessor comments/action plan 
(The assessor should sign each feedback session) 

  

 

Candidate signature  Date 

Tutor/assessor signature Date  

  

  


